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Settecani, a small town in Italy, once discovered that wine is flowing through their taps instead of water. It occurred after a bottling incident at a winery, a week before this happened. The wine from the local winery ended up in the nearby aqueduct and penetrated in the houses nearby. People got excited and bottled up the good stuff before a waste disposal company took care of the matter. 




Learn about Vinotherapy




It is a treatment that is offered at spas,
mostly in Italy. These therapies use the byproducts of the wine to stimulate the health of your body and skin. 




Grapes stem, skin and seeds are the byproducts of the wine that are high in antioxidants which mostly helps as a pain reliever, as an aging reducer, and it also stimulates the growth of the cells. 




A Delightful Incident!




The people of Settecani witnessed a reddish colored liquid pouring out of their taps and showers, which is nothing but red wine. This pleasant accident took place because of the bottling line issue in the nearby Settecani Casrelvetro Winery. Due to this incident, the Lambrusco Grasparossa di Castelvetro (sparkling red wine) seeped in the municipal water system of the town in an excess amount. The event helped the people to enjoy free vinotherapy. 




Public Apology 




A public apology was stated by the owner of the winery. The winery owner posted, “A waste disposal company intervened just after we filed the report, and the problem was solved within no time. The event did not involve hygiene or health risks. We are very apologetic for the inconvenience caused.” on its Facebook and Instagram profile. 







After-effects of the malfunction




The incident took place when one of the silos
of the cellar that holds the wine before it transferred to the barrels, broke
down. The capacity of each silo is approximately 60 gallons, which is equal to
300 bottles of wine. 




Eventually, after the breakage of the silo,
the wine traveled through the local
pipeline system to reach the nearby houses’ aqueduct. Due to the high pressure
caused by the wine, it started distributing through the drinking water pipes in
most of the houses close to the winery. 




People took the benefit of this incident in filled up as many bottles of wine they wanted. Although the problem was resolved as quickly as people, still a person managed to fill 100 bottles of wine. 




So to conclude




There is no reason to be grumpy, and life has loads to give you, so just wait until it’s your chance to be a part of joy and happiness. As people at Settecani enjoyed free wine and vinotherapy, you must also wait for life to give you what you expect. 
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